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About this guide
This user guide is written for centre staff who use Pearson Onscreen
Platform. This can be accessed by the following user roles:
•
•

Centre Administrator
Assessor

The
app, located on the Navigational Bar within
the qualifications management application, allows you manage
entries and bookings, launch a test online, download a test offline
and view results.
Within this guide, you will learn the steps required to manage the
following activities:
•
•
•
•

Launch a test offline in PoP
Dashboard icon overview
Mark a learner absent (offline)
Upload a response (offline)

Before you get started, please ensure that you have read the
short ‘
’ Guide, which covers the system
prerequisites compliance.
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PIN Creation
Section Overview
Creating a ‘
’ should be the first action you take if you are going to invigilate / launch On-Screen tests whether this be
online though qualifications management application or offline through the Offline Test Delivery Platform.
There are rules around the ‘

’ as follows:

1. You only need to generate your PIN once and this will allow you to launch / download all of your tests. (You are
able to generate a new PIN but we would only expect you to do this should your PIN be compromised, i.e a learner
has seen your PIN and you need to change for security).
2. If you have to change your PIN for the above reason and had already downloaded tests, you will need to
download either a new test or an old test again as this will confirm you PIN with the Offline Platfom System. (Failure
to do this will result in a error message relating to your PIN).
3. Your PIN is unique to you and your login.
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This part of the guide focuses on how to generate the PIN you will need to launch the Pearson Onscreen Test Platform. The PIN will be needed by test
invigilators to launch the Offline Test Delivery Platform (TDP) and to manage all Onscreen Tests.

To Begin,

:

>

On the My Account Details screen, expand the ‘
’ drop-down at bottom.

To create your Pearson Onscreen Test Platform PIN, click
on ‘
’.

Your Pearson Onscreen Test Platform PIN will be displayed. If
your PIN is compromised, you can generate a new one by clicking
‘
’ again. This can be done as many times as you need.
Please note your new PIN will be applied to the Test Player when
you download your first test package with your new PIN.
You only need to generate a PIN once for all of your test package
downloads.
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Manage Entry / Bookings
Section Overview
Within ‘
have needed to have ‘

’ you are now able to action the following, however, it is worth mentioning that you will
’a‘
’ in the first instance to be able to Launch and Download tests.

1. Cancel test(s)
2. Amend test(s)
3. Launch Online test
4. Download Offline test
For both the Online and Offline tests you will have need to have download the ‘

Previous

’ software.
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This part of the guide explains how to manage entries and bookings in the qualifications management application.
To Begin,

:

>

>

Using the search function
you can find any future test
booking.
Each learner is listed
separately giving you
flexibility in managing their
test.
You are able to cancel a test
booking, amend the details
of a test booking, launch an
Online test or download an
Offline test.

To view the Assessment Mode
and additional time, click the
expansion arrow at left.
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Manage Entry / Bookings (continued)

To Cancel a test select the relevant booking using the tick box at left and click ‘

07

’. A pop-up screen will appear asking you to confirm.

To Amend a test select the relevant booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
’. You can then amend the date and time of the test,
the mode of the test (i.e. Classroom, Offline, Online) or add additional time. If you have already downloaded your test package you must
download again after making the amendment. The new package will replace the original on your Offline Dashboard. Failure to do this, will
prevent you uploading your answer package successfully.

To Launch an Online Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘
player will launch the test.

To Download an Offline Onscreen test select the booking using the tick box at left and click ‘

’. If installed the Online Onscreen test

’. Your Pearson Onscreen Platform

PIN will be assigned to the download so only you can launch the test.
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Manage Entry / Bookings (continued)
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A pop-up screen will appear asking you to
confirm the download. Click on ‘

’.

The download will run four checks which
are all required to be passed. If for any
reason a fail is given against any of the four
checks press ‘ ’ on your keyboard which will
refresh the screen.
You will then be asked to confirm the
download again.
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Launch Test (Offline)
Section Overview
To access the ‘

’ you will have need to have generated your PIN as mentioned in ‘

Once you have access to the ‘

’

’ you will be able to access the following information.

1. Available - Shows all the tests that you have downloaded and not had a learner sit the test
2. Archived - Shows all the tests that have been ‘

’

3. Pending Upload - Shows all the tests that have been completed / sat and the response is currently waiting to be
‘
’
4. Settings - This allows you to turn ‘
You are also able to ‘

’ or ‘

’ the automatic ‘

Previous

’ feature (by default this is set to ‘

Next

’).
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This part of the guide explains how to launch a test using the Pearson Onscreen Offline Test Delivery Platform. You should have downloaded a test
from the qualifications management application before following these steps.

To Begin,

:

The dashboard will display the tests that have recently downloaded to your computer in the ‘
’ section. Find
the learner and test entry you wish to launch. You can search by a test date range if you have many learners. Select
’ box to confirm that you are ready to invigilate the assessment. Then click ‘
’.
the ‘
* Note you will no longer need an Attendance Register as you are agreeing to the declaration instead.
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Test Player Navigation
Section Overview
This section explains the ‘
may or may not appear.

’ shown on the task bar / test interface. Depending on the type of test, some features

Features / Tools available:
1. Accessibility
2. Help
3. Note Tool
4. Flag Question5
5. Previous / Next
6. Test Navigation Toolbar
7. Time Remaining
8. Finish
9. Scenario
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This part of the guide shows you how to navigate the Test Player used in Pearson Onscreen Platform Offline and Online tests.
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Test Player Navigation (continued)
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When you click finish you are brought to the Review screen below. While you have time remaining you can review
your answers or go back to any unanswered or flagged questions. When you are ready to complete the test, click the
’ icon. You will be asked if you are sure before the test closes.
‘
As attendance registers are no longer required, if a situation arises where you need to pause or cancel a test please
inform Customer Services by e-mail.
In case of an emergency, such as a fire alarm you can pause a test by holding Ctrl, Shift and End keys on the right of
your keyboard. You will need to use your PIN to authorise this and to restart the test.
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Mark Absent (Offline)
Section Overview

This section explains how to mark a learner absent for an offline test through Pearson
Onscreen Platform.
Once you have marked the learner as absent, you will still need to upload their
response to qualifications management application by following Section 6.
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This part of the guide explains how to mark a learner as absent using the Pearson Offline Onscreen Platform.

To Begin,

:

Search for the learner
using the search
options

Click ‘

’ next to the learners name

The absent status must be uploaded in the same way as a set of candidate responses. Once marked as absent a booking will appear in your
pending uploads screen and can be uploaded from there at a time you have access to an internet connection or when you are prompted by the
offline dashboard.
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Upload Response (Offline)
Section Overview

Once your learner has completed an offline test through Pearson Onscreen Platform, you will
need to upload their results to qualifications management application.
There are two ways to do this:
1. Automatic upload response. This will pop up as a prompt for any outstanding results
awaiting upload when you log back in to Pearson Onscreen Platform. (This feature is
located in the settings and is set to default to pop up - this can be turned off if necessary).
2. Manual upload response. This option will require you to locate the pending upload in
Pearson Onscreen Platform in order for the results to be uploaded. A manual upload will
occur when you click ‘No’ to the automatic prompt - or if you have turned your settings off
(as above).
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This part of the guide explains how to upload a response using the Pearson Offline Onscreen Platform. The learner must have sat an Offline test in
order for you to be able to do this.
To Begin,

:

If you have an internet connection you will be presented with a pop-up window (Pending
actions) advising that you have responses waiting to be uploaded.
If you have a strong stable connection click ‘ ’. If your internet connection is not stable
and you wish to upload later click ‘ ’. If you have selected ‘ ’ you will need to do a manual
’ from the menu at left and then click ‘
’.
upload by selecting ‘

By clicking on ‘ ’ a pop-up window will appear. Click on ‘
’. Once this has completed you will see the word ‘
’ confirming
that the upload has been actioned. Confirmation can also be viewed by selecting ‘
’ from the menu at left and checking the ‘
’.
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View Results (All)
Section Overview
Having had your learner(s) sit a test or having made a claim against a qualification
you will be able to view all the historical results for a learner.
You are able to view results for:
1.

Portfolio qualifications

2.

On-screen Tests (Online, Offline, Classroom)

3.

Paper based Tests

This section focuses on the Results screen and what the headers within the tables mean.
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This part of the guide explains how to view results for your learners in qualifications management application.
To Begin,

:

>

>

You will be presented with search criteria to use to find your learners results. You can search by First
Name, Last Name, Learner Ref, Product Title and Grade. You can search by more than one clause at a
time by clicking ‘
’. When you have entered your search clause click ‘
’.

You can export your results to a spreadsheet by clicking ‘
for an individual learner click ‘

’ at left. To view results

’ from the Actions column.
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View Results - All (continued)

From the Learner Details screen click on the ‘

20

’ tab.

Each qualification will have its own results table. To view the results for each unit, click on the expansion triangle at left.

You can see the date the exam was sat in the ‘
and ‘ ’ = Fail.

Previous

’ column and the result in the

column. ‘ ’ = Pass
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